Abstract. We describe a parallel, adaptive, multiblock algorithm for explicit integration of time dependent partial differential equations on two-dimensional Cartesian grids. The grid layout we consider consists of a nested hierarchy of fixed size, non-overlapping, logically Cartesian grids stored as leaves in a quadtree. Dynamic grid refinement and parallel partitioning of the grids is done through the use of the highly scalable quadtree/octree library p4est. Because our concept is multiblock, we are able to easily solve on a variety of geometries including the cubed sphere. In this paper, we pay special attention to providing details of the parallel ghost-filling algorithm needed to ensure that both corner and edge ghost regions around each grid hold valid values.
1. Introduction. The use of spatial adaptivity is widely recognized as an effective way to improve the performance of Cartesian grid methods for partial differential equations (PDEs), and in fact was cited in a recent survey as the main reason for users to adopt a particular code [22] . With the ubiquity of multi-core machines at every level of computing performance, parallel capabilities are expected for codes running on anything from desktop machines to petascale supercomputer architectures. However, building parallel, adaptive capabilities into solvers is a daunting task, and often one which is completely orthogonal to the task of improving the speed and accuracy of single grid solvers for PDEs. While this situation presents difficult challenges with respect to numerical accuracy and parallel performance, we see it as providing a highly motivating opportunity to investigate a modular strategy to adaptive solver development that maximizes the reuse of proven algorithms.
We describe a hybrid approach to adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) that uses the highly scalable quadtree/octree library p4est [13, 27, 28] to manage a dynamic, multiresolution hierarchy of small grids that are distributed in parallel. This hierarchy occupies non-overlapping regions of the computational domain defined by recursively subdividing the domain into quadrants (or octants in 3D). Each region is assigned to an owner process, and the technical issues of parallel mesh management are encapsulated inside the meshing library. Our atomic unit of computation is thus a small uniform grid. Each such grid is processed by a single grid Cartesian solver (e.g. Clawpack, [5] ) that mostly encapsulates the solver details. Our software implementation, ForestClaw, provides the central orchestration and coordinates calls between the mesh management library and solver libraries, including those AMR tasks related to parallel neighbor communication, dynamic remeshing (including re-mapping of the solution to newly created meshes) and time stepping.
There are several existing software frameworks for general patch-based parallel AMR, including Boxlib, AMRClaw, Samrai, Paramesh, Amroc, Uintah, Chombo and EBChombo [7, 18, 19, 24, 37, 40, 44] . These codes are typically based on finite volume methods for conservation laws on logically Cartesian meshes, and so complex geometries are handled using either mapped grids, or cut-cell approaches, although only EBChombo has extensive support for cut cells. Discussions of survey and experiences in using several of the high level frameworks for block-structured AMR described above can be found in [21, 23] .
With the exception of Paramesh, these software platforms use the original Berger-Oliger and Berger-Collela block-structured mesh approach to dynamic mesh refinement. Such mesh hierarchies consist of nested, overlapping grids of increasingly finer resolution. Paramesh, which is the mesh management library supporting the FLASH multiphysics code, in contrast, consists of a hierarchy of non-overlapping grids, organized as leaves in a quad-or octree. The approach taken by Paramesh is thus most closely related to the approach we describe here.
What sets the ForestClaw code and project apart from related adaptive mesh methods, notably the current standard approach described by Berger, Oliger, Colella, LeVeque and others for solving conservation laws on Cartesian, finite volume grids [4, 6] , is the following.
• Highly scalable quadtree regridding using a the p4est parallel mesh backend that has been demonstrated succesfully at the petascale.
• A flexible mapped, multiblock infrastructure for solving on a variety of domains not easily represented by a single Cartesian block. A key infrastructure element includes transformations for handling orientation mis-matches at block boundaries.
• A detailed description of both a serial and parallel algorithm for filling ghost regions of grids stored in the leaves of a quadtree, and: • Many customizable options, including a package handling infrastructure for binding to multiple solvers. Additional features that are based on earlier research on Cartesian grid methods include built-in support for computing metric terms needed for solving PDEs on mapped grids that are consistent with second order finite volume schemes.
Even when not using the adaptive refinement features, one can expect to benefit from better cache performance for a uniformly refined domain, more flexible geometric features that the multiblock architecture provides, and a highly flexible and performant parallel partitioning scheme based on space-filling curves.
The main focus of this article will be on the algorithmic details, implemented in the ForestClaw code, associated with orchestrating parallel communication between grids for second order finite volume schemes for time dependent hyperbolic PDEs in a two-dimensional quadtree layout. We highlight our main design goals which were chosen to facilitate re-use of code involved in grid communication, and the ease of use for developing new numerical methods. We provide performance results on 1 to 64Ki processes, for the solution of a scalar advection equation, integrated explicitly using a single globally stable time step. Detailed numerical accuracy results, refinement criteria and solutions to more general conservation laws are discussed in this article, but will be presented in a second paper.
A quadtree layout.
A ForestClaw domain consists of a static arrangement of one or more blocks, each of which can be recursively and dynamically subdivided into quadrants. When refinement is requested, a level 0 quadrant, which occupies the same computational space as its parent block, is partitioned into four equally sized level 1 quadrants. One or more level 1 quadrants can then be partitioned into four level 2 quadrants each, and so on. Coarsening proceeds in reverse. The collection of all quadrants in a block forms a partition of a square computational subdomain, with the length of an edge of a level quadrant being 2 − times the length of the level 0 edge. An optional feature of meshes generated using the p4est library, and specifically called upon by ForestClaw is that meshes can be made 2:1 balanced [27, 46] . Any two quadrants that share a face or corner will never be more than one level apart. We refer to this arrangement of blocks, each of which is partitioned into one or more quadrants, as a multiblock quadtree layout, or simply a quadtree layout. Throughout this paper, we will often use the term "patch" to mean a quadrant together with associated numerical data. See Figure 2 .1 for a typical single block layout generated by ForestClaw.
Each quadrant that makes up the final partitioning of a ForestClaw quadtree layout is occupied by a fixed-size, logically Cartesian grid. Each grid has an interior region that fits the quadrant area, made up of typically 8 2 , 16 2 or 32 2 grid cells, and one or more layers of ghost cells that extend outside in the two coordinate directions. Solution data on a computational grid is stored in a contiguous array that includes both interior and ghost regions, so that a grid with 8 2 interior cells and two layers of ghost cells stores solution data in a contiguous array of 12 2 mesh cells. The solution at each grid cell stores one or more field variables that make up the numerical solution, as well as any metric dependent data. The interior regions of computational grids do not overlap each other, but the ghost region of one grid will overlap with the interior region of multiple face-adjacent and corner-adjacent neighbors. In ForestClaw, values for the interior grid dimensions and number of ghost cell layers are the same for all grids, effectively enforcing a constant 2:1 refinement ratio between grid levels. The resolution of a particular grid is determined by the size of the quadrant it occupies, so a grid occupying a level quadrant has 2 times the resolution of the same grid in a level 0 quadrant.
When describing numerical schemes, it will be convenient to refer to the border of the interior region (i.e., the quadrant) as the grid boundary, even though this boundary does not enclose the ghost regions belonging to the grid. When the context is clear, the "size" of a grid should be loosely understood to mean the size of the quadrant occupied by that grid, although there will also be occasion to describe a grid using its (fixed) interior dimensions, e.g. a 32 × 32 grid. It is also informally understood that the use of the term "grid" often refers to the contiguous array of solution values associated with the grid, and not just the geometric metadata needed to describe the grid. In this context, a "coarse grid solution" or a "fine grid solution" is the solution on a coarser or finer grid. In the current version of ForestClaw, we store grids (and solution values) only for those quadrants that make up the final partitioning of the domain. If, during refinement, a coarse quadrant is subdivided into four finer quadrants, the storage for the coarse grid solution and any coarse grid metadata is deleted and storage for a finer grid is allocated in each of the four finer quadrants. See Figure 2 .1 for an illustration of grids and quadrants.
There are several advantages to tree-based refinement. One, the numerical analyst developing methods for an adaptive mesh should find it relatively simple to work with the quadtree layout, since quadrant connection patterns appear in only one of three regular arrangements: a neighboring grid is either the same size, twice the size, or one of two half sized grids. Also, it can guaranteed that higher order stencils will have sufficient data from directly adjacent grids and will never need to use data from more than two levels of refinement. Finally, all communication between grids needed for advancing the solution takes place at grid boundaries, reducing the reliance on metadata. From a performance standpoint, tree structures have been extensively studied, and so their performance characteristics in a wide range of scenarios is well understood. The information on neighboring quadrants can be cached and exposed by the meshing library in such a way that they may be located within a tree traversal by O(1)-time lookup functions. Finally, the grids in a quadtree layout can be enumerated to preserve data locality using either Morton ordering (as we do in ForestClaw) or other types of well known space-filling curves [1, 42] .
One potential disadvantage of the quadtree layout is that a single quadtree may not be appropriate for a general rectangular domain with a large aspect ratios. In ForestClaw, this difficulty can be overcome in at least two ways. First, one could simply choose fixed size grids with different numbers of grid cells in each of the two coordinate directions. For example, a quadtree in which each leaf contains a 64 × 16 grid would effectively allow one to grid a 4 × 1 domain, while maintaining square grid cells. This is done for example in the Racoon code [20] . The downside to this approach is that while individual grid cells have aspect ratios close to 1, the quadrants do not, making it more difficult to efficiently refine around some regions. A second approach, and the approach favored in ForestClaw, is to allow domains to consist of more than one quadtree, or a forest of trees. A 4 × 1 domain is naturally divided into four square blocks, each of which contains a quadtree with square mesh cells. ForestClaw allows for general arrangements of blocks, with the only restriction being that face-adjacent blocks must share a complete face. One surprisingly useful domain is the "brick" domain, an M ×N arrangement of square blocks in an optimized order. In ForestClaw, the brick domain is used for meshing general rectangular domains, the annulus, a spherical coordinate (e.g. latituted/longitude) grid of the mid-latitude region of the earth, and the torus, all with relatively uniform, square mesh cells. Another useful multiblock layout is the cubed sphere grid, widely used in numerical simulations of weather, climate, geodynamics, etc.
A quadtree/octree data structure is commonly used in various kinds of numerical applications, including the fast multipole method, and computer graphics, making the quadtree a natural choice for interfacing with other libraries. For this reason, it is well suited as a foundation for more general libraries doing mesh refinement [2, 43] . A quadrant/octant based approach has been used in other parallel adaptive frameworks, including Paramesh, Nirvana, Racoon II, Peano [48] , and the Building-Cubes Method [20, 30, 40, 49] . None of these other codes, however, have general multiblock capabilities, or documented performance results for adaptive simulations at petascale. p4est, on the other hand, has well-established performance results [8, 10, 11, 41] .
The p4est algorithms unify the design principles underlying the use of space filling curves for the ordering of elements [25, 26, 33, 39, 47 ], the refinement one or more tree roots into an adaptive forest [3, 45] , and the use of linear (i.e. leaf-only) octree storage [46] . The terms "leaf" or"quadrant" (used interchangeably) refer to an abstract placeholder for any kind of application data, identified by discrete tree coordinates and their refinement level. The quadrants in p4est can be searched and indexed in a random access pattern, which we exploit to assemble O(1) lookup information on neighbors. We do not make use of compressed encodings of the leaves that would save additional memory at the price of enforcing ordered-only tree traversals [9, 48] . The main p4est algorithms, including 2:1 balancing and partitioning among the MPI processes, are similar in spirit to collective MPI commands. Applications such as ForestClaw can access the quadrant storage and access all required neighborhood information without calling MPI directly.
2.1. Ghost regions. As described above, the interior region of each grid (stored as a leaf of a quadtree) is surrounded by a layer of one or more ghost cells occupying ghost regions. All communication between grids is facilitated by copying, averaging or interpolating data from the interior regions of one grid to the ghost regions of a neighboring grid. Since we will want to use unsplit schemes for hyperbolic problems, we also must fill corner ghost regions of each grid with valid data.
We define grid neighbors as those grids occupying either face-adjacent or corneradjacent quadrants. The coarse grid neighbors of a level grid are neighboring grids occupying level − 1 quadrants, while fine grid neighbors are those neighboring grids occupying level + 1 quadrants. We use the term coarse ghost regions to refer collectively to those ghost regions which are filled using data copied from the interior of a same-size neighbor or averaged (as described below) from the interior of a fine grid neighbor. Fine grid ghost regions are those ghost regions which are filled by interpolating from data in the interior and ghost regions of a neighboring coarse grid. A coarse grid is a grid with coarse grid ghost regions, and a fine grid is a grid with fine grid ghost regions. Depending on the context, a grid can be both a coarse grid and a fine grid. A ghost region is an interior region if it is inside the physical domain, and an exterior ghost region otherwise.
The numerical operations used in filling ghost cells are copying between neighboring grids of the same size, averaging (restricting) data from the interior of the fine grids to ghost cells of a coarse grid, or interpolating (prolongating) from a coarse grid to fine grid ghost cells. At the boundary of the computational domain, we impose physical boundary conditions. For our purposes here, we assume that we have cellcentered data which represents either a cell average value (in the finite volume sense) or cell-centered point-wise values. For the second order schemes we have implemented, these two interpretations are interchangeable.
Two key assumptions in our present algorithm for filling in ghost cells is that copying and averaging only require data from the interior of a neighboring grid cell, whereas interpolation will in general require data from both interior and ghost regions. In Figure 2 .2, we show typical stencils for averaging and copying from neighboring grids, and in Figure 2 .3, we show a typical 5 point stencil used to fill fine grid ghost regions. Because they do not require any data from ghost regions, the coarse grid regions can be filled first, before filling fine grid ghost regions. This ordering of how ghost regions are filled adds some complexity to the serial and parallel ghost filling algorithms, but this additional complexity is more than justified by the greater ease of use obtained with the regular interpolation stencils, especially when going to higher order.
Filling exterior ghost regions is done using standard methods of copying or extending data in some way from the neighboring interior cells, depending on the type of physical boundary condition. The averaging and interpolation stencils we use are shown in Figure 2 .3.
Serial ghost filling algorithm.
Assuming that the values in all interior grid cells are valid, either after setting initial conditions or running a time step, it remains to compute correct values in all ghost regions to prepare the following time step. Because our interpolation stencils rely on data in coarse ghost regions, a ghost filling algorithm must ensure that all coarse ghost regions are filled before we fill fine ghost regions. A relatively straightforward algorithm that accomplishes this is presented in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, the expression "fill coarse ghost regions" means to copy or average data from a neighboring same-size or fine grid neighbor into all edge and corner coarse ghost regions. Conversely, "fill fine ghost regions" refers to using interpolation from coarse neighbors to fill all edge and corner fine ghost regions. To ensure that exterior corner ghost regions have valid data, physical boundary conditions are applied to both edge and corner exterior ghost regions.
The following proposition provides conditions that guarantee that Algorithm 1 fills all edge and corner coarse and fine ghost regions in a quadtree layout with valid data. To justify this proposition, we only need to demonstrate that an interpolation stencil can never cross more than one level curve. Let a level region Ω ( Figure 2 .4) be defined as the polygonal region (possibly multiply-connected) containing the interiors of all level grids. We then define a level curve Γ +1 as the rectilinear curve (or set of curves) separating Ω from Ω +1 . In a 2:1 balanced quadtree layout, each curve in Γ +1 is either a simple closed curve (the boundary of a rectilinear polygon), or an open simple rectilinear curve that intersects the physical boundary at each end. Furthermore, if = , no curve in Γ will intersect a curve in Γ and two curves in Γ can intersect only at a corner point. From this, and the other conditions laid out in Proposition 2.1, we conclude that an interpolation stencil cannot cross two level curves from two distinct levels. The practical implication of this is that interpolation stencils will never require data from more than two adjacent levels, and so an algorithm which first fills all coarse ghost regions (traversing the coarse grids in any order), and then fills fine ghost regions (traversing grids in any order), is guaranteed to fill all ghost regions, without breaking any data dependency chains between averaging and interpolation.
Multiblock indexing.
In the low level routines that implement Algorithm 1 (and later, the parallel version) in ForestClaw, we explicitly handle several cases of grid arrangements between pairs of neighboring grids.
For pairs of face or corner adjacent grids on the same block, each low-level routine handling the ghost-filling designates a coarse grid ("this" grid) and a same-size or fine "neighbor" grid. We then explicitly handle 20 cases. At each coarse grid face, we have three cases, one for a same-size neighbor, and two for each fine grid neighbor. At each corner, we have two cases, one for a same-size neighbor, and one for a fine grid neighbor. Considering four faces and four corners per patch, we obtain 4×(3+2) = 20. There is no advantage in reducing the number of cases below these 20, since doing so would require an expensive remapping of coarse and fine grid data in memory and would lead to code which is hard to read, maintain, or modify. The case of a doublesize neighbor is not explicitly handled, since each routine is always written from the Algorithm 1 Serial algorithm for updating cells in ghost regions on all levels , min ≤ ≤ max . The first application of physical boundary conditions will in general leave data in exterior corner fine ghost regions invalid, requiring a second application of physical boundary conditions after interior fine ghost regions have been filled in an interpolation step. Require: Solution on interior of all grids contains valid data for given time t.
procedure update ghost for all levels , min ≤ ≤ max do Copy and average Fill all interior coarse ghost regions belonging to level grids. end for for all levels , min ≤ ≤ max − 1 do Apply phys. boundary conditions Fill exterior coarse ghost regions belong to level grids. end for for all levels , min ≤ ≤ max − 1 do Interpolate Fill fine ghost regions belonging to level + 1 grids. end for for all levels , min + 1 ≤ ≤ max do Apply phys. boundary conditions Fill exterior ghost regions of level grids. end for end procedure perspective of the coarsest grid.
When two neighboring grids are on different blocks, additional information about the relative orientations of the indices is needed. Holding the coarse grid fixed, the face-adjacent neighboring grid can be rotated through one of four possible positions in the plane, or through two possible positions out of the plane, so that the z-axes (the directions of which are determined from a right hand rule) of the coarse grid and neighboring grid point in opposite directions. Taking into account the two possible positions that a fine grid can have relative to a coarse grid face, the total number of arrangements between a coarse grid and a neighboring grid at one of four coarse grid faces is 96 (eight positions for each of three types of grids at each of four faces). Similarly, the number of possible configurations for an adjacent corner grid is 32 for both same-size or fine grid neighbors (8 for each same-size corner-adjacent neighbor at each corner, or 8 for each fine grid corner adjacent neighbor).
To avoid this combinatorial explosion of possible grid configurations, ForestClaw makes use of index transforms for all corner and face exchanges at grid boundaries, regardless of whether the exchange is between grids on the same block or different blocks. The use of these transforms effectively reduces the complexity in handling multiblock orientations to the 20 cases required by the neighboring grids on the same block.
The index transforms from one index space to the index space of a neighboring same-size grid, possibly at a multiblock boundary, has the general form
where A is a 2 × 2 matrix, F is a 2 × 1 vector, and I c and I n are 2 × 1 vectors of grid indices (i c , j c ) and (i n , j n ). The matrix A encodes the orientation of indices on one patch relative to a second patch, and the vector F encodes the position of these patches relative to each other. For patches on the same block, the matrix A is the identity matrix, but for patches on different blocks, A will be a diagonal or anti-diagonal matrix whose non-zero entries are 1 or -1. The vector F depends in general on the fixed grid size M .
In what follows, we use q c (I c ) to indicate a cell-centered value on the coarse grid at index coordinates I c , defined in coarse grid coordinates. By analogy, the neighboring grid values are indicated using q n (I n ), where I n is obtained using (2.1). The transform in (2.1) is provide by p4est as a low-level routine, which ForestClaw then uses when copying, averaging and interpolation at patch boundaries, with no distinction made between patches on the same block or on different blocks. With these transformations, the numerical developer can effectively assume all patches have the same index orientation and can essentially implement operations between pairs of patches as if both patches were on the same block.
Copying at patch boundaries. To use multiblock indexing to fill coarse ghost regions via copying, we transform grid cell coordinates I c to get index location I n on the neighboring same-size grid and then make the assignment q c (I c ) = q n (I n ).
Averaging and interpolation at patch boundaries. To fill coarse ghost regions via averaging or fine ghost regions via interpolation, we need to map a single coarse grid index I c to four fine grid indices. We do this by defining four direction vectors on the coarse grid which we use to find four fine grid locations contained within a coarse grid cell. These direction vectors are given by
The corresponding fine grid locations, in coarse grid coordinates, are then given by
A mapping between coarse and fine grid indices has the general form
where A encodes index orientations between neighboring coarse and fine grids (as in the same-size transforms), and F f encodes, in fine grid coordinates, the location of the fine grid relative to the coarse grid. The four fine grid interpolation points can then be defined as
(2.5)
The vector F f encodes the location of the center of the coarse grid in fine grid coordinates, and so the entries of F f are half-index values. It follows, then, that entries in the vector 1 2 Ad k + F f are integers, and the final fine grid location I k f will be integer coordinates.
Using the above, we can fill in coarse grid ghost cell values (on a uniform grid) via averaging from a fine grid neighbor as
To fill in fine grid ghost cells, we use interpolation stencils that are described entirely in the coarse grid index space, but the index locations of the fine grid ghost cells to be filled in by the interpolation must be obtained via the transformation. The interpolation stencil can be applied as
where ∇q c is an approximation to the gradient of the coarse grid solution and computed using one-sided differences and h is the coarse grid mesh width.
3. Parallel algorithms. Evenly distributing grids to processors using a spacefilling curve results in a partitioning of the quadtree layout into logical processor regions. See Figure 3 .1 for a typical distribution of quadrants to processor regions. Pairs of processor regions are separated by simple rectilinear curves, which we call processor boundaries. The parallel boundary for a particular processor region is the rectilinear curve made up of all processor boundaries that separate the particular region from all other regions. p4est (and by extension, ForestClaw) uses Morton ordering to delineate the space-filling curve. While this is a discontinuous ordering, it can be shown that any processor region defined by this ordering consists of at most two face-connected sub-regions per tree, and so its parallel boundary will consist of at most two simple curves for each tree [12] .
Using the single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) paradigm underlying the MPI model, we describe our parallel exchange and parallel ghost filling algorithm in terms of a local processor region and remote processor regions. We refer to local grids as those grids whose interiors are in the local processor region. By analogy, remote grids are those grids whose interiors are in remote processor regions. Local ghost regions and remote ghost regions are ghost regions in local or remote processor regions, respectively. To avoid confusion, we will use terms local or remote ghost regions for those local or remote regions belonging to local grids only, unless otherwise explicitly stated. Interior regions and ghost regions of a local or remote grid are said to be "on the parallel boundary" if these regions share a corner or face with the parallel boundary. If we allow processor boundaries to extend beyond the physical domain in an obvious way, we can also designate exterior ghost regions of local grids as either local or remote.
3.1. Parallel exchange of ghost cell data. To exchange data across processor boundaries, ForestClaw uses the data transfer mechanisms available in p4est. First, each processor packs local patches on the parallel boundary into a sender communication buffer. This packing exploits the fact that only the outermost layers of interior cells of a patch need to be sent, while the center region of a patch is never needed by remote processors. Remote patches on the parallel boundary are received by the processor in receiver communication buffers, unpacked accordingly, and stored in a ghost patch array. These local copies of parallel ghost patches are not stored as part of the local tree hierarchy and have limited meta-data, but for the purposes of filling ghost regions, parallel patches can be used just like local neighboring grid patches.
The p4est abstract ghost exchange algorithm is based on its internal knowledge of patches on the parallel boundary and can optionally be split into an MPI send phase and an MPI receive phase. This design allows ForestClaw to process the local patches not on the parallel boundary between calls to send and receive parallel patches, effectively overlapping communication and computation. Our approach to smoothly grade the refinement described in Section 4.2 also makes use of this abstract p4est ghost exchange facility by sending and receiving the target refinement level for each patch. After the target levels for remote patches on the parallel boundary are received, each local patch can compute its target level as the maximum over itself and its direct neighbors without further communication.
3.2. Parallel ghost filling algorithm. Our parallel exchange algorithm needs to manage the sequence of data transfers and mathematical operations between local and remote patches. The challenge in implementing our parallel ghost-filling algorithm is imposing the correct order on the interleaving of steps to fill coarse ghost regions and steps to fill fine ghost regions. Because interpolation stencils may cross multiple parallel boundaries, our algorithm requires multi-way ghost filling between patches Local patch (Proc 3) Fig. 3 .2. These figures illustrate the challenge in filling fine corner ghost regions on the parallel boundary. In the left figure, the interpolation stencil needed to fill in the corner fine ghost region on the local patch crosses a single processor boundary and is applied to the remote patch on processor 2. To ensure that the required coarse ghost region on the remote patch has been filled, a pre-processing step on all processors fills coarse ghost regions on the parallel boundary before patches are sent to the remote processors. In the right figure, the interpolation stencil crosses two processor boundaries and the pre-processing step is not sufficient to ensure that the required coarse ghost regions on the remote patch on processor 1 are filled. Therefore, a second ghost filling between locally stored remote patches from processors 1 and 2 is required.
received from different processors.
In the adaptive setting, parallel boundaries will in general cross boundaries between levels and fine ghost regions belonging to local processors may fall on the parallel boundary. This means that both remote coarse ghost regions belonging to local patches and local coarse ghost regions belonging to remote patches may be required to have valid data before the fine ghost region can be properly filled. For this reason, a pre-processing step on local patches and a post-processing step on remote patches must be carried out before and after parallel communication. It will also be advantageous (even in the uniformly refined case) to hide latency associated with parallel communication. These pre-and post-processing steps and the send and recieve calls split the serial algorithm into three distinct steps. These are labeled Steps 1, 2 and 3 and detailed in the parallel Algorithm 2.
Proposition 3.1. Assume we have a 2:1 balanced quadtree layout partitioned to processors using a space-filling curve. Let M be the fixed grid size, let m be the number of ghost layers, and w be the width of the stencil used to interpolate from the coarse grid to fine grid ghost cells. Assume that the interior regions of all grids contain valid data. Then, if m ≤ M/4 and w ≤ M/2, Algorithm 2 is guaranteed to fill in all coarse, fine and exterior ghost regions belonging to grids on the local processor with valid data.
We justify the proposition by describing in detail the three steps of Algorithm 2.
Steps 1 and 2 of our parallel ghost filling algorithm are responsible for filling the coarse grid regions between any two local neighbor grids, and all local fine ghost regions not on the parallel boundary. All local coarse ghost regions can be filled using data from the interior of local patches, or by applying physical boundary conditions. Similarly, all local fine ghost regions not on the parallel boundary can be filled using interpolation stencils that rely only on local coarse grid ghost regions. To overlap communication, Step 1 only fills coarse grid ghost regions on the parallel boundary.
Algorithm 2 Parallel interleaved ghost cell update.
Require: Grids on all levels must be time synchronized for all coarse grids on the parallel boundary do
Step 1 Fill in local coarse ghost regions Apply physical boundary conditions to exterior ghost regions end for Send local patches at parallel boundary to remote processors for all coarse grids not on the parallel boundary do
Step 2 Fill in local coarse regions Apply physical boundary conditions to exterior ghost regions Fill in fine grid neighbors' ghost regions using this grid's interior end for Receive patches from remote processors Fill coarse ghost regions between remote ghost patches from different processors. for all coarse grids on the parallel boundary do
Step 3 Fill in remote coarse grid ghost regions, using remote grids Apply physical boundary conditions to exterior ghost regions end for for all remote coarse grids do Fill local coarse ghost regions using local grids. end for for all grids on the parallel boundary do Fill local coarse ghost regions belonging to remote grids Apply physical boundary conditions to exterior ghost regions end for for all fine grids on the parallel boundary do Fill in remote fine ghost regions, using remote coarse grids. end for for all grids on the parallel boundary do
Apply physical boundary conditions to exterior ghost regions end for Following this step, all grids on the parallel boundary are packed into communication buffers and sent to remote processors. Step 2 then continues by filling all coarse and fine grid regions not on the parallel boundary.
What remains are remote coarse grid regions belonging to local grids and remote and local fine grid ghost regions on the parallel boundary. These remaining ghost regions are filled in Step 3, after the communication step. In the first loop in Step 3, remote coarse grid regions belonging local grids on the parallel boundary are filled by copying or averaging from the locally stored remote parallel patches. To show that local and remote fine grid regions belonging to local grids on the parallel boundary are filled by our algorithm, we have to demonstrate that the stencils involved will have valid data.
In the simplest case, an interpolation stencil needed to fill a remote or local fine grid region on the parallel boundary does not cross the parallel boundary. In this case, the coarse grid ghost data needed for the stencil will have been filled from the averaging step in Step 1 and so the stencil will have valid data.
A slightly more complicated situation occurs when the interpolation stencil crosses a single parallel boundary. In this situation, the fine grid region to be filled may be either local or remote, but the interpolation stencil will at least partially depend on data from a remote coarse grid ghost region. If the fine grid region is local, then the coarse grid used for the stencil is local, but since it crosses the parallel boundary, the stencil will depend on a remote ghost region belonging to the local coarse grid. These remote ghost regions are filled in the first loop of Step 3. In a second case, the fine grid region is itself a remote region (but belonging to a local grid) and the coarse grid used for the interpolation is itself a remote parallel patch. In this situation, the parallel patch must have valid data in any coarse grid ghost region on the parallel boundary. These regions are filled in the second loop of Step 3. For an illustration of this second case, see the left plot in Figure 3 .2. Finally, the case that requires extra handling is the one in which an interpolation stencil crosses two or more processor boundaries. This situation can arise, for example, when filling corner fine ghost regions that lie in a remote processor region (see the right plot in Figure 3 .2). In this case, the remote (but locally stored) parallel ghost patch is not guaranteed to have valid data in all coarse ghost regions on the parallel boundary. If the coarse grid region lies in the local processor region, then this coarse grid ghost region will have been filled in the second loop of Step 3. But if the coarse grid ghost region lies in a third processor's region, then we need a mechanism for filling coarse ghost regions between parallel patches originating from different processors. This is included in Algorithm 2 between Step 2 and Step 3.
Dynamic grid adaptation.
One of the defining features of ForestClaw, and other adaptive grid codes, is that grids are dynamically adapted to follow solution features of interest. The general refinement strategy in ForestClaw involves applying refinement and coarsening criteria at regular regridding intervals to determine if the solution in a particular quadrant should be replaced with four sibling grids ("refined"), or if the solution on four sibling grids should be replaced by a single parent grid ("coarsened"). Once the refinement and coarsening criteria have been applied, the quadtree mesh is regenerated and the numerical solution is adapted to newly created coarse or fine quadrants. In a parallel setting, this regridding step is followed by a parallel partitioning step that re-distributes grids evenly to processors, correcting potential load imbalances caused by the regridding.
Dynamic refinement algorithm.
The ForestClaw regridding algorithm proceeds in three basic steps. First, each grid in a quadtree layout Q is either tagged for refinement, tagged, along with any sibling grids, for coarsening, or left untagged. A common criterion for tagging cells is a "feature" based refinement, identifying, for example, a sharp jump in the computed solution or a steep gradient. Once tagging has been completed, a quadtree adaptation step creates a new quadtree layout Q . A 2:1 balancing step, needed to enforce proper nesting of refinement levels, may tag additional grids for refinement, and so coarsening is not always guaranteed to occur based on user-defined coarsening criteria. Grids that are tagged for refinement are guaranteed to be refined.
After the new mesh is generated, we interpolate the solution from coarse grids to the newly created fine grids using the same monotone interpolation scheme we use for filling ghost cells. Sibling grids are averaged to a coarser grid using an averaging stencil. Grids that were neither refined or coarsened are reassigned unchanged from Q to Q . Once all grids in Q are populated, grids are re-partitioned to processors to ensure proper load balancing. Again, repartitioning is delegated to the p4est library.
To support general refinement criteria (examining differences between neighboring grid cells, for example), the tagging algorithm should run after a call to the ghost filling algorithm. Ghost-filling is required once again on the new and re-partitioned domain Q to ensure that the adapted solution is well-defined.
The generation of the new adaptive mesh layout Q and the 2:1 balancing are delegated to the p4est library, which operates largely independent of the ForestClaw layer.
Smooth refinement.
When dynamically adapting grid resolution to follow solution features of interest, one wishes to ensure that such features are not too close to coarse-fine boundaries. To provide a buffer region around grids that have been tagged for refinement, ForestClaw can optionally smoothly refine from one region to the next. This effectively adds an additional layer of tagged grids around the finest levels and avoids the situation in which sharp solution features are just barely contained by the finest level grids.
After all grids have been tagged for coarsening or refinement, refinement levels are smoothly graded as follows. Each grid stores its current level and a target level which is either equal to the current level (i.e. the grid is not tagged for refinement or coarsening), one greater than the current level, or one level less. Then, for each patch, we compute the maximum of the target level over that patch and all neighboring patches and pass this to the p4est adapt/balance routines. The 2:1 balancing algorithm then ensures that neighboring levels will never differ by more than one.
Scaling results.
We demonstrate our ghost-filling algorithm and parallel communication scheme using the wave propagation algorithms available in Clawpack, a software package for solving hyperbolic problems using high resolution, second order finite volume schemes on logically Cartesian meshes [5, [34] [35] [36] 38] . Incorporating the Clawpack Fortran library routines into ForestClaw required only minimal changes to a few of those routines. Both Clawpack 4.6 and Clawpack 5 solvers, along with most Clawpack applications from those packages, are all available as part of ForestClaw.
In the following study, we focus on how the choice of fixed grid size M affects the efficiency of the adaptive algorithms in ForestClaw. The model problems we consider are scalar advection of a tracer field in a square, replicated domain and on a sphere. The scalar advection problem is ideally suited for performance scaling studies because we can easily choose a fixed time step size that remains stable throughout a simulation and across a wide range of resolutions. The Riemann problem for scalar advection has very low arithmetic intensity, so any overhead associated with communication and dynamic regridding cannot be easily hidden by the cost of advancing the solution. Also, because of the low memory requirements of the scalar advection problem, we can run problems that are large enough to maintain appropriate granularity at high processor counts without becoming memory-bound on lower counts.
Constant velocity in a square, replicated domain.
In this first test, we run the scalar advection problem on a sequence of replicated domains designed to provide meaningful weak scaling results for adaptive simulations. Each domain is a multiblock (or "brick") domain consisting of a 2 n × 2 n arrangement of unit blocks, each of which is an adaptive quadtree. The initial tracer field (shown in Figure 5 .1) is replicated on each of the blocks in the multiblock domain, and periodic boundary conditions are used at the physical boundaries of the domain. Once the initial tracer field is replicated across the domain, the ForestClaw simulation is oblivious to the replication, and all aspects of the parallel regridding, communication and load balancing algorithms in ForestClaw are rigorously exercised.
Problem setup. Each unit block in the tracer field on the replicated domain is initialized using the piecewise constant initial field shown in Figure 5 .1. The prescribed flow field is the constant velocity u = (u, v) = (0.5, 0.5), defined using the streamfunction ψ(x, y) = −(x − y)/2 [14, 17] . The periodic boundary conditions imposed on the physical boundary ensure that each block runs the same problem.
For all runs, we fix the CFL number α to 0.64 and adjust the time step for each run to satisfy ∆t = α∆x, where ∆x is the mesh width for the finest level grids. The number of time steps taken is held fixed so that the final time varies with the resolution of the fixed size grids. For the adaptive runs, we run the simulations for 160 time steps to final times T = 0.2, T = 0.1 and T = 0.05, corresponding to the three different grid resolutions, as described in the next paragraph. The uniform results are run for 20 steps, and resulting timings scaled by 8 to make valid comparisons with the adaptive runs.
We ran three sets of uniform runs and three sets of adaptive runs, corresponding to fixed size grids 8×8, 16×16 and 32×32. For the uniform runs, we set min = max = 7 so that the effective resolutions on each block in the uniform case are 1024 × 1024, 2048 × 2048 and 4096 × 4096. For the adaptive runs, we set min = 4 and max = 7, corresponding to initial coarse grid resolutions of 128 × 128, 256 × 256 and 512 × 512. The adaptive mesh is dynamically regenerated every 2 max− min = 2 3 = 8 times steps. For the uniform runs, we disabled the dynamic regridding and only use the initial mesh created by p4est. A grid is tagged for refinement if the difference between its largest value and smallest value exceeds a refinement threshold τ r = 0.25. Four sibling grids are tagged for coarsening if the difference between the largest and smallest value on each sibling grid does not exceed a coarsening threshold of τ c = 0.001. The finest level is smoothly graded for all adaptive runs.
Parallel setup. Within each of the six sets of runs described above, we vary the number of processors used and dimensions of the replicated multiblock domain. For example, on the 32 × 32 runs, we run on replicated domains ranging from a single block to 256 × 256 blocks, while corresponding MPI process counts vary from 1 to 65,536 (shown in Table 5 .1). All of our parallel runs were done on JUQUEEN, the BlueGene/Q system at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (Forschungszentrum, Jülich, Germany). Each node on JUQUEEN has one 16-core PowerPC A2 processor running at 1.6 GHz with 16 GB RAM. Unless otherwise stated, we ran 32 ranks (MPI processes) on each JUQUEEN node, making 0.5 GB of memory available for each process.
Results. The weak scaling results for the uniform runs (top row of Figure 5 .2) show near perfect scaling with close to 100% efficiency on up to 64Ki processes for runs with sufficient granularity. Only the 8×8 run on 64Ki processes with 16 grids per process dips below 80% efficiency. As a point of comparision, Ketcheson, Mandli et al. show 92% efficiency using PyClaw, a massively parallel Python implementation of Clawpack, to solve the Euler equations on up to 64Ki processes on a uniformly refined mesh with 400 × 400 fixed-sized grids [29] .
In the adaptive case, we see from Figure 5 .2 that we have close to 90% or better efficiency on up to 4096 processes for all grid sizes, even at very high granularity. For the 32 × 32 grids, the efficiency on 64Ki only dips below 80% for simulations with 79 grids-per-process and below 60% for 19 grids-per-process. Simulations on the 8 × 8 grids dips close to or below 60% on 64Ki processes, regardless of granularity, but on 16Ki processes are close to 80% as long as the granularity exceeds roughly 300 grids- Table 5 .1 Average number of grids-per-process for the 32 × 32 set of runs for the replicated, multiblock scalar advection problem. The leftmost column shows number of MPI ranks used for the run and the top row shows the dimensions of the multiblock brick domain used, i.e. 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 4 × 4 and so on. Weak scaling results are taken from runs along diagonals, where the work per process remains fixed. We carried out similar sets of runs for 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 fixed size grids, for both adaptive and uniform cases (not shown here). 1  2  4  8  16  32  64  128  256   1 5059  --------4 1264 5059  -------16  316 1264 5059  ------64  79  316 1264 5059  -----256  19  79  316 1264 5059  ----1024  -19  79  316 1264 5059  ---4096  --19  79  316 1264 5059  --16384  ---19  79  316 1264 5059  -65536  ----19  79  316 1264 5059 per-process. The 16 × 16 runs show close to 80% or better efficiency on up to 16Ki processes for all levels of granularity, whereas the 64Ki runs dip below 80% efficiency, regardless of granularity. Figure 5 .3 shows strong scaling results for all six sets of runs. The data for these results was taken from columns of Table 5 .2 (for the 32 × 32 adaptive run) and similar tables for the other five runs. As with the weak scaling results, the strong scaling results are nearly perfect for the uniform case and show better efficiency for higher resolution fixed size grids in the adaptive case.
Ranks
In Figure 5 .4, we show a breakdown of overhead costs in managing both the uniform and adaptive simulations for the case of 256 grids-per-process in the uniform case, or 300-350 grids-per-process for the adaptive case. In the uniform case, we see that essentially all overhead is in the filling of coarse grid ghost regions via copying between grids. Communication costs for the uniform case are negligible and for the 32 × 32 grids, these communication costs remain essentially flat, even at the highest process counts. For the adaptive 8 × 8 runs, the adaptive overhead is significant, consuming over 50% of the total time. By contrast, the adaptive 32×32 runs are nearly as efficient, in terms of overhead, as the equivalent uniform runs. Select numerical data from the runs shown in the previous plots are shown in Table 5.2 and Table 5 .3. In the results presented here we see a drop in efficiency when going from 16Ki to 64Ki processes. Especially in weak scaling experiments, this is not ideal behavior. We suspect that the overlap of computation and communication we implement is not sufficient at this scale to produce optimal scaling. The precise cause will be investigated using more elaborate profiling.
Finally, we report results from three sets of single-block adaptive runs in which we vary the process count and the maximum level of refinement. This problem is more typical of how one might allocate computational resources, in that one would use additional resources to increase resolution, not run more copies of the same problem. We initialize the single block domain using the same initial conditions and time stepping parameters as in the replicated problem. The range of refinement levels and process counts we chose are shown in Table 5 .4.
The results of these single-block runs allow us to obtain interesting insight into the balance between AMR efficiency, granularity and grid size. In Figure 5 .5 we show three plots, corresponding to grid sizes 8 × 8, 16 × 16 and 32 × 32. In these plots, we show the relationship between AMR efficiency, measured as fraction of time spent in AMR tasks and advancing the solution, and granularity. Each plot shows a clear crossover point indicating the minimum granularity needed to ensure that at least 50% of computational time is spent advancing the solution. What the plots clearly show is that this crossover point moves left, towards higher granularity, as the fixedgrid size increases. For 8 × 8 grids, one needs nearly 1000 grids-per-process before one is spending more time advancing the solution than managing the grids. But for the 32 × 32 grids, allocating roughly 100 grids-per-process is enough to ensure that over 80% of the total time is spent advancing the solution. Plotting efficiency data from other applications and machine architectures should lead to plots with the same general characteristics as those shown here, and so this novel approach to illustrating the dependence of AMR efficiency on granularity and grid size should provide a useful guide in how to allocate computational resources for adaptive simulations using ForestClaw.
5.2. Advection on a sphere. The cubed-sphere grid, shown in Figure 5 .6, has become a popular alternative to spherical coordinate grids for solving PDEs on the sphere. This mapping, and many variants, typically have the properties that mesh cells are relatively uniform and they do not suffer from the extreme aspect ratios seen when using spherical coordinates. The cubed-sphere is also an example of a multiblock domain in which grid indices at block boundaries do not generally align Table 5 .4 Wall-clock times for the 32 × 32 adaptive runs on a single block (quadtree) of the replicated problem. The minimum level for each run was fixed at min = 4 and the maximum levels are listed across the top row. The number of grids-per-process for the topmost run in each column is listed in parenthesis in the header for that column. The number of grids-per-process for remaining runs in the column are roughly one fourth of the previous entry. and so is a good test case for the multiblock indexing described in Section 2.3. Scalar advection on a manifold. To demonstrate the cubed-sphere functionality in ForestClaw, we use the tracer transport problem proposed by Lauritzen, Skamarock et al. [31, 32] . The test is intended to assess how well tracer transport schemes can stretch a slotted-disk (see Figure 5 .6) and return it to its initial shape. Our goal is to use this example to demonstrate our multiblock mapping capabilities and to assess how metric terms impact the performance of ForestClaw.
Two slotted disks are initialized and the velocity field is given in spherical coordinates (ρ, θ) as Ψ(ρ, θ) = κ sin(ρ − 2πt/T ) 2 cos(θ) 2 cos(πt/T ) − 2π sin(θ)/T f (5.1)
where κ = 2 and T f = 5. We advect the initial slotted-disk tracer distribution in this velocity field from the initial time to final time T = 0.5. For this problem, we test the fixed size 32 × 32, and, as with the single block example in the previous problem, we vary the refinement levels. A fixed time step on level is set to ∆t = (2.5 × 10 −3 )/2 − min . We run 5 series of runs, from a uniformly refined run at level (16) 2 (16 32 × 32 patches per block) to adaptive runs which start at minimum min = 2 and maximum levels varying from 3 to 6. The numerical discretization we use for the sphere is based on Clawpack and is described in [15, 16] . Parallel setup.
We increase the refinement level and MPI process counts simultaneously. For each of the 5 series of runs, we start with an initial process count and then increase that count by a factor of four as long as the number of grids-per-process exceeds a reasonable threshold (10 or so). In Table 5 .5 shows the number of processes for each of 11 runs that we carried out. All runs were done on JUQUEEN.
Results. Figure 5 .7 shows the adaptive efficiency as a function of the number of grids-per-process. Adaptive efficiency generally increases with more grids-per-process and reaches over 90% with at least 100 grids-per-process. Even though the runs on the sphere domain have far fewer grids-per-process than on the replicated flat domain, the results in Figure 5 .7 have the same characteristics as those seen in Figure 5 .5. In Table 5 .6, we show the cell processing rate for this problem. This rate is about an order of magnitude smaller than for the flat domain from the previous example. This is due to the extra computational effort required to compute metric terms.
6. Conclusions and future work. In this article, we describe our work in developing a forest-of-quadtrees approach to block-structured adaptive mesh refinement using the algorithms first put forth by Berger and Oliger in 1985. We demonstrate that these ideas can be implemented using the scalable mesh management library p4est and hyperbolic solvers from the Clawpack library.
A particular focus of this article is on the implementation of the parallel ghost filling algorithm and inter-grid indexing necessary to formulate unsplit finite vol- ume schemes on a multiblock adaptive hierarchy of non-overlapping grids. We add a smooth refinement procedure to preserve moving features of the solution on the finest levels. We demonstrate our approach numerically by solving a scalar advection problem on 1 to 64Ki MPI processes with good parallel scalability. We also solve an advection problem on the cubed sphere that is composed of multiple blocks. In addition, we looked carefully at how AMR efficiency depends on the granularity (grids-per-process) and fix-grid sizes. We find that 32 × 32 grids strike a favorable compromise between the flexible refinement offered by small grid sizes and high arithmetic intensity offered by larger sizes.
While ForestClaw supports multirate (locally adaptive) time stepping, we only demonstrate global time stepping here. A follow-up article will describe the multirate time stepping capabilities currently available in ForestClaw, report on detailed verification studies, comparisons with other adaptive codes, and results from solving more complex hyperbolic systems including the shallow-water and Euler equations. 
